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国際観測網
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advanced LIGO

LIGO (Hanford) 4km & 2km

TAMA 300m
CLIO 100m
                          3km

LIGO (Livingston) 4km

Virgo 3km
advanced Virgo

GEO 600m

IndIGO

2017年頃には本格観測へ
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Genera.on	  of	  gravita.onal	  waves	  

• Time variation of mass distribution	

• Non-spherically symmetric variation （time variation of  quadrupole moment）	

 and/or 

high speed	 strong gravity field	

In order to produce strong gravitational waves, we need	

These factors restrict the source of strong gravitational waves	



Sources	  of	  LIGO,	  Virgo,	  KAGRA	
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•  Compact binary coalescence (CBC)  
     neutron star (NS) and/or black hole(BH) 
     inspiral, merger, ringdown 
 
•  Burst waves 
     stellar core collapse 
     pulsar glitches  

 
•  Continuous waves 

rotating neutron stars 
 

•  Stochastic background 
 early universe origin, astrophysical origin	



NS-‐NS	  merger	  rate	
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Galactic merger rate 	

A current official LCGT design (VRSE-D) 
gives horizon distance (@S/N=8)  
= 280Mpc (z=0.065) 
 
 
Event rate for LCGT :   	

118+174
�79 Myr�1

(Kim (’08), Lorimer (‘08))	

9.8+14
�6.6 yr�1

However, systematic errors which are not 
included in this evaluation may be large.	

See also： Abadie et al. CQG27, 173001(2010) 	



Physics	  in	  Compact	  Binary	  Coalescence	

specific values a5 ¼ 0, a6 ¼ "20 (to which correspond,
when ! ¼ 1=4, a1 ¼ "0:036 347, a2 ¼ 1:2468). We
henceforth use M as a time unit.

Figure 1 compares (the real part of) our analyticalmetric
quadrupolar waveform !EOB

22 =! to the corresponding
(Caltech-Cornell) NR metric waveform !NR

22 =! (obtained
by a double time-integration, à la [20], from the original
NR curvature waveform c 22

4 ). [We used the ‘‘two-
frequency pinching technique’’ of [19] with !1 ¼ 0:047
and !2 ¼ 0:31.] The agreement between the analytical
prediction and the NR result is striking, even around the
merger (see the close-up on the right). The phasing agree-
ment is excellent over the full time span of the simulation
(which covers 32 cycles of inspiral and about 6 cycles of
ringdown), while the modulus agreement is excellent over
the full span, apart from two cycles after merger where one
can notice a difference. A more quantitative assessment of
the phase agreement is given in Fig. 2, which plots the
(!1-!2-pinched) phase difference"" ¼ "EOB

metric ""NR
metric.

"" remains remarkably small (#$0:02 radians) during
the entire inspiral and plunge (!2 ¼ 0:31 being quite near
the merger, see inset). By comparison, the root-sum of the
various numerical errors on the phase (numerical trunca-
tion, outer boundary, extrapolation to infinity) is about
0.023 radians during the inspiral [6]. At the merger, and
during the ringdown, "" takes somewhat larger values
(#$0:1 radians), but it oscillates around zero, so that, on
average, it stays very well in phase with the NR waveform
(as is clear on Fig. 1). By comparison, we note that [6]
mentions that the phase error linked to the extrapolation to
infinity doubles during ringdown. We also found that the
NR signal after merger is contaminated by unphysical
oscillations. We then note that the total ‘‘two-sigma’’ NR
error level estimated in [6] rises to 0.05 radians during
ringdown, which is comparable to the EOB-NR phase
disagreement. Figure 3 compares the analytical and nu-
merical metric moduli, j!22j=!. Again our (Padé-re-
summed, NQC-corrected) analytical waveform yields a
remarkably accurate description of the inspiral NR wave-
form. During the early inspiral the fractional agreement

between the moduli is at the 3% 10"3 level; as late as time
t ¼ 3900, which corresponds to 1.5 GW cycles before
merger, the agreement is better than 1% 10"3. The dis-
crepancy between the two moduli starts being visible only
just before and just after merger (where it remains at the
2:5% 10"2 level). This very nice agreement should be
compared with the previously considered EOB waveforms
(which had a more primitive NQC factor, with a2 ¼ 0
[19,20]) which led to large moduli disagreements
(# 20%, see Fig. 9 in [20]) at merger. By contrast, the
present moduli disagreement is comparable to the esti-
mated NR modulus fractional error (whose two-sigma
level is 2:2% 10"2 after merger [6]).
We also explored another aspect of the physical sound-

ness of our analytical formalism: the triple comparison
between (i) the NR GW energy flux at infinity (which
was computed in [21]); (ii) the corresponding analytically
predicted GW energy flux at infinity (computed by sum-
ming j _h‘mj2 over (‘, m)); and (iii) (minus) the mechanical
energy loss of the system, as predicted by the general EOB

FIG. 1 (color online). Equal-mass case: agreement between NR (black online) and EOB-based (red online) ‘ ¼ m ¼ 2 metric
waveforms.

FIG. 2 (color online). Phase difference between the analytical
and numerical (metric) waveforms of Fig. 1.

IMPROVED ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 79, 081503(R) (2009)

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

081503-3
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IMPROVED ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 79, 081503(R) (2009)
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Ringdown 
(BH oscilation) 
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merger	

ringdown	

(PN approximation)	

(BH perturbation)	

Numerical Relativity	

Inspiral	



Basic	  value	  for	  the	  inspiral	  waveform	
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	  (m1,m2)	  [Msolar]	 (1.4,	  1.4)	 (10,	  1.4)	 (10,	  10)	 (100,	  1.4)	

frequency@ISCO[Hz]	 1570	  Hz	 386	  Hz	 220	  Hz	 43	  Hz	

dura.on(10Hz-‐ISCO)[sec]	 1002	  sec	 224	  sec	 38	  sec	 46	  sec	

cycle(10Hz-‐ISCO)	 16038	 3585	  	 605	 743	  	

orb.	  radius@10Hz[Mt]	 174	  Mt	 68	  Mt	 47	  Mt	 16	  Mt	

Mt=m1+m2	

ISCO: Inner most stable circular orbit.	



NS-‐NS	  coalescence	  &	  HMNS	
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NS-‐NS	  for	  KAGRA	
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iKAGRA   29Mpc              bKAGRA  280Mpc 
(In LIGO's definition, 18Mpc)                                      (173Mpc)	

NS-NS binary coalescence 
Horizon distance (S/N=8, optimal direction, face-on) 

(LIGO's definition)=(KAGRA's definition)x(       )x(0.44) 
(Assuming phase is measured.  Averaged over the sky and inclination angle.) Major milestones of KAGRA 

LCGT Face to Face meeting (Feb. 2 2012, Kashiwa, Chiba) 

2019 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

bLCGT 
 
 
 

iLCGT 
 
 
 

OBS 
 
 
 Tunnel and Facility  

             (2014.3) 
Vacuum  
 (2015.3) 

2018 

Type-A+Cryo    
      (2016.9) 

FPMI (2015.12) 

obs. 

Sapphire test mass (2016.3) 

installation 

DRMI (2016.9) 

obs. 

obs. 

RSE (2017.8) 

Cryo RSE (2018.3) 

First 
Science 
run 

Tuning and 
  observation 

Event rate for bKAGRA :   	9.8+14
�6.6 yr�1

(based on Kim (’08), Lorimer (‘08))	



Supernova	  (Gravita.onal	  Collapse)	
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Various possible gravitational wave emission mechanism. 
 
•  Core collapse and bounce 
•  Rotational non-axisymmetric instabilities of proto-neutron star 
•  Post-bounce convection 
•  Non-radial pulsations of proto-neutron star 
•  Anisotropic neutrino emission 
  etc.	

Review articles: Ott, CQG, 26, 063001 (2009), Fryer and New, LRR, 14, 1 (2011)	

Related to the explosion 
mechanism 	

Collapse and bounce wave form from  
Dimmelmeier et al. 2008 [PRD 78, 064056] 	



Gravita.onal	  Collapse	
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Dimmelmeier et al. (‘08) 
PRD 78, 064056 	

Location of characteristic frequency and amplitude	

〜several 100kpc can be seen by KAGRA	



GW	  from	  core	  collapse	
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FIG. 17: Location of the gravitational wave burst signals from
core bounce for all models (including the e15/e20 models) in
the hc–fc plane relative to the sensitivity curves of the LIGO,
assuming at a distance of 10 kpc. The meaning of the arrows
1, 2, and 3 as well as area 4 are explained in the main text.
The dotted line marks the average f̄max of the frequency at the
maximum of the waveform spectrum. The progenitor model,
the EoS, the initial rotation parameter A, and the collapse
dynamics are encoded as in Fig. 3.

curve.
For rapid rotation, the influence of centrifugal forces

on the collapse dynamics manifests itself as a centrifugal
barrier that limits the characteristic amplitude hc (see
also the discussion in Section VII A and Fig. 11). Simul-
taneously, the characteristic frequency fc moves to in-
creasingly lower values as faster rotation slows down the
collapse (along arrow 3). Models that rotate so rapidly
that they undergo a purely centrifugal bounce (marked
by cross symbols in Fig. 17) constitute a practically sepa-
rate class (area 4) in the hc–fc diagram somewhat below
the maximum value of the amplitude hc, but at consid-
erably lower frequencies fc.

For very rapidly rotating models the imprint of cen-
trifugal effects on various waveform characteristics (such
as fmax, fc, |h|max, or hc) is quite pronounced and per-
mits one to infer on the precollapse rotational config-
uration in the case of a successful detection of gravita-
tional waves from a core collapse event. As already noted
in [18], in the case of moderate or slow rotation, which
is the astrophysically most probable case [31, 59], the in-
sensitivity of the waveform’s frequency characteristics to
variations in the precollapse configuration significantly
obstructs the “inversion problem” of gravitational wave
detection, i.e., the constraining of physical parameters of
the precollapse core or of the nascent proto-neutron star
from a detected waveform, leaving only the (e.g., maxi-
mum or integrated characteristic) amplitude as an indi-
cator of the rotational configuration. In addition, Fig. 16
also implies that it will be very hard, if not impossible,
to constrain other possibly unknown model parameters

100 1000
fc [Hz]

10-25

10-24

10-23

10-22

10-21

10-20
h c

LIGO
Advanced LIGO
EURO in xylo-
phone mode

f max,LS = 758 Hz

f max,Shen = 718 Hz

FIG. 18: Location of the gravitational wave burst signals
from core bounce in the hc–fc plane relative to the sensitivity
curves of various interferometer detectors (as color-coded) for
an extended set of models with the progenitor s20 using the
Shen EoS (dark hues) or LS EoS (light hues). The sources
are at a distance of 10 kpc for LIGO, 0.8 Mpc for Advanced
LIGO, and 15 Mpc for EURO. The dotted lines mark the av-
erage f̄max of the frequency at the maximum of the waveform
spectrum for the models when using the Shen EoS or LS EoS.
Only the EoS and the collapse dynamics are encoded as in
Fig. 3, but not the precollapse differential rotation parameter
A.

aside from rotation (such as EoS or progenitor mass) from
the gravitational waveform of the burst signal from core
bounce alone, since their effect on the burst waveform is
small and no clear trends or systematics are discernible,
which adds to the degeneracy of the inversion problem.

As an example, we again single out the impact of the
EoS on the waveform frequency while keeping the progen-
itor model s20 fixed. For the particular, extended set of
models with many precollapse rotation rates already dis-
cussed in Section VC, we show in Fig. 18 the location of
the waveform signals in the hc–fc plane for initial LIGO
at a distance of 10 kpc, Advanced LIGO in broadband
tuning [72] at a distance of 0.8 Mpc, and the projected
EURO detector in xylophone mode [73] at a distance of
15 Mpc (cf. Fig. 4 in [18]). All 54 s20 models of [18]
using the Shen EoS along with the newly computed cor-
responding models with the LS EoS are shown.

It is obvious that the spread within the group of models
with either the Shen EoS or the LS EoS is larger than the
variation due to a change in the EoS, since the effect of
the EoS on the characteristic signal frequency fc is small
(comparable to ∆f̄max,rel, corresponding to a change of
a few percent). The two EoSs considered here bracket
the range from rather soft (LS EoS) to rather stiff (Shen
EoS), and therefore it is unlikely that employing a larger
variety of nonzero-temperature nuclear EoSs would lead
to any more optimistic conclusions.

Based on the relative positions of the models with re-

Dimmelmeier et al. PRD 78, 064056  (‘08) 
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the center. In the Newtonian limit, this reduces to

Ω = Ωc,i
A2

A2 + r2 sin2 θ
, (19)

with r sin θ being the distance to the rotation axis.

In order to determine the influence of different angu-
lar momentum distributions on the collapse dynamics,
we parameterize the precollapse rotation of our models
in terms of A (A1: A = 50, 000 km, almost uniform; A2:
A = 1, 000 km, moderately differential; A3: A = 500 km,
strongly differential) and Ωc,i. The model nomenclature
for the precollapse rotation parameters is shown in Ta-
ble II. We have selected the rotational configuration of
the models in such a way that for the s20 progenitor
they are a representative subset of the models investi-
gated in [18, 41]. They reflect different properties of the
collapse dynamics and the gravitational radiation wave-
form discussed in that work, namely pressure-dominated
bounce with or without significant postbounce convective
overturn as well as single centrifugal bounce.

Note that models with the same rotation specification
(but different progenitor mass or EoS) have an identical
angular velocity profile, while the precollapse rotation
rate βi = Ti/|W |i, which is the precollapse ratio of ro-
tational energy to gravitational energy, varies. We have
decided to compare models with identical initial angu-
lar velocity Ωc,i and not precollapse rotation rate βi, as
the latter quantity is rather sensitive to the chosen core
radius Rcore in the case of (almost) uniform rotation.

The models that are based on progenitor calculations
including rotation (core models e15a, e15b, e20a, and
e20b) are mapped onto our computational grids under
the assumption of constant rotation on cylindrical shells
of constant distance to the rotation axis. We also point
out that due to the one-dimensional nature, none of the
considered models are in rotational equilibrium. Still,
in slowly rotating initial models this effect is small and
thus negligible. For more rapidly rotating models, which
exhibits the strongest deviation from rotational equilib-
rium, the collapse proceeds more slowly due to stabilizing
centrifugal forces, and hence the star has more time for
the adjustment to the appropriate angular stratifications
for its rate of rotation.

In this study, we focus on the collapse of massive
presupernova iron cores with at most moderate differ-
ential rotation and precollapse rotation rates that ex-
cept for the most slowly rotating models lead to proto-
neutron stars that are probably spinning too fast to yield
spin periods of cold neutron stars in agreement with ob-
servationally inferred injection periods of young pulsars
into the P/Ṗ diagram [31, 59]. However, they may be
highly relevant in the collapsar-type gamma-ray burst
scenario [9, 59, 60].

F. Gravitational wave extraction

We employ the Newtonian quadrupole formula in the
first-moment of momentum density formulation as dis-
cussed, e.g., in [14, 61, 62] to extract the gravitational
waves generated by nonspherical accelerated fluid mo-
tions. It yields the quadrupole wave amplitude AE2

20 as
the lowest order term in a multipole expansion of the ra-
diation field into pure-spin tensor harmonics [63]. The
wave amplitude is related to the dimensionless gravita-
tional wave strain h in the equatorial plane by

h =
1

8

√

15

π

AE2
20

r
= 8.8524 × 10−21 AE2

20

103 cm

10 kpc

r
, (20)

where r is the distance to the emitting source.
We point out that although the quadrupole formula is

not gauge invariant and is only valid in the Newtonian
slow-motion limit, for gravitational waves emitted by pul-
sations of rotating NSs (i.e., in astrophysical situations
comparable to collapsing stellar cores at bounce in terms
of compactness and rotation rates) it yields results that
agree very well in phase and to ∼ 10 – 20% in amplitude
with more sophisticated methods [61, 64].

In order to assess the prospects for detection by current
and planned interferometer detectors and to specifically
address the issue of detection range and expected event
rates, we calculate the dimensionless characteristic grav-
itational wave strain hc of the signal according to [65].
We first perform a Fourier transform of the gravitational
wave strain h,

ĥ =

∫ ∞

−∞

e2πifth dt. (21)

To obtain the (detector dependent) integrated character-
istic signal frequency

fc =

(

∫ ∞

0

〈ĥ2〉
Sh

f df

)(

∫ ∞

0

〈ĥ2〉
Sh

df

)−1

(22)

and the integrated characteristic signal strain

hc =

(

3

∫ ∞

0

Sh c

Sh
〈ĥ2〉f df

)1/2

, (23)

the power spectral density Sh of the detector is needed
(with Sh c = Sh(fc)). We approximate the average 〈ĥ2〉
over randomly distributed angles by ĥ2, assuming op-
timal orientation of the interferometer detector. From
Eqs. (22, 23) the signal-to-noise ratio can be computed
as SNR = hc/[hrms(fc)], where hrms =

√
fSh is the value

of the rms strain noise (i.e., the theoretical sensitivity
window) for the detector.

III. NUMERICAL METHODS

We perform all simulations using the CoCoNuT code
described in detail in [14, 62]. The equations of general
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We perform all simulations using the CoCoNuT code
described in detail in [14, 62]. The equations of general

10kpc	

0.8Mpc	

15Mpc	

iLIGO	

aLIGO	
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Gravita.onal	  wave	  data	  analysis	  methods	  are	  categorized	  in	  various	  ways.	  
	  
Characteris.c	  of	  the	  sources	  
	  
p Well-‐known	  waveform	  (expressed	  by	  a	  small	  number	  of	  parameters)	  

CBC(inspiral,	  ringdown),	  Con.nuous	  wave	  	  (rota.on	  neutron	  stars),	  …	  
	  

p Unknown	  waveform	  (need	  complicated	  numerical	  simula.ons)	  
Burst	  （Core	  collapse	  supernovae,	  merger	  phase	  of	  CBC,	  …)	  
	  

p Random	  waveform	  (characterized	  only	  sta.s.cally)	  
Stochas.c	  background	  

	  
Other	  factors:	  
	  
•  Short	  dura.on	  .me	  （a	  few	  10	  minutes）	  	  	  rota.on	  of	  the	  earth	  can	  be	  ignored	  

CBC,	  Burst	  
•  Long	  dura.on	  .me	  （more	  than	  a	  few	  10	  minutes)	  	  rota.on	  of	  the	  earth	  affects	  

Con.nuous	  waves	  
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•  Know waveform 
"Matched filter" 
Cross-correlate data and templates with weight of inverse of noise 
power spectrum density 
Look for the parameter which realize the maximum of cross correlation. 
                 

•  Unknown waveform 
"Excess power" 
Judge the presence of signal from the power excess of data. 
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•  Know waveform 
"Matched filter" 
Cross-correlate data and templates with weight of inverse of noise 
power spectrum density 
Look for the parameter which realize the maximum of cross correlation. 
              multiple detectors' case 
"Coherent matched filter" (Maximum likelihood method) 

•  Unknown waveform 
"Excess power" 
Judge the presence of signal from the power excess of data. 
              multiple detectors' case 

"Coherent excess power" (Maximum likelihood method)  
•  Random waveform 
     "Cross correlation" 
       Cross correlation of data from different detectors. 

Multiple detectors' case	

e.g., "Coherent WaveBurst" of LSC.	



Noise	  veto	
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In any laser interferometer detectors，the presence of 
non-stationary, non-Gaussian noise can not be ignored 
(at least so far, and probably in the future too). 

In order to veto the fake 
events produced by such 
noise, noise veto scheme 
are introduced  
(case by case). 

Non Gaussianity of TAMA data	

skewness	

kurtosis	
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Importance	  of	  network	

Why network?	

・Improvement of S/N 
・Improvement of reliability of detection 
 
at the same time 
 
・To determine the direction of the source, 
・To determine two polarization mode of GW, 
・To cover whole sky, 
we need global network of (3 or more) detectors. 

needless to say but	

For the gravitational wave astronomy, multiple detector 
network is important. 	



Accuracy	  of	  direc.on	
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NS-NS coalescence  @180Mpc	

median	  of	  δΩ	  [Deg2]	 LHV	 LHVK	 LHVI	

(1.4,	  1.4)	  Msolar	 30.25	 9.5	 9.0	

L:LIGO-Livingston 
H:LIGO-Hanford 
V: Virgo 
K: KAGRA 
I:LIGO-India 

direc.on，inclina.on，polariza.on	  angle	  
are	  given	  randomly	  

Source localization accuracy is 10 - 30 Deg2 (@180Mpc, 95%CI). 

see also Wen and Chen (2010) 
                Fairhurst (2011) 

e.g., J.Veitch et al., PRD85, 104045 (2012) 
(Fisher matrix & simulation ) 

(95%CI)	
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• Triggered search 
If we know the time and direction from other astronomical 
observation (EM, neutrino), it is a great benefit to the detection of 
the gravitational wave signal, since we can reduce the threshold. 

(e.g., Kochanek,Piran (1993)) 
e.g,：GRB: Core collapse or CBC 
        Neutrino from Supernovae in nearby galaxies 
　　   Wide field optical/IR telescope monitoring SNe and GRB 
 
•  In fact, in the LIGO-Virgo analysis of 2009-2010 data,  
the triggered search using 154 GRBs information (time and 
direction), the threshold becomes 2 times lower than that which 
does not use such information.  
This means 2 times longer distance of detection range. 
                                                                       (arXiv:1205.2216) 
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•  Follow up observation by astronomical telescopes 
 
This is more challenging. 
First, we detect GW signal.   
Next, with the informaiton of time and direction,  
astronomical observation are done. 
 
•  This useful for the improvement of the significance of 

detection, and for the detailed investigation of the physical 
process of the source. 

 
•  Since gravitational wave detectors are extremely wide 

fieldtelescope, this approach should also be a standard tool as 
a multi-messenger astronomy. 



Low	  latency	
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For the follow-up search by the EM observatories,  
low latency analysis is important. 
 
For inspiral analysis, if we have 1Tflops computing power,  
we can finish the analysis within 10 minutes (=length of template). 
 
But 10 minutes are not very short if we consider, e.g., short gamma 
ray burst (the earlier, the better!).   
 
In such case, we can reduce the mass range for the search. 
 
If mass range between 1-2Msolar, the number of template is around 5000. 
Then, if computing power is 1Tflops,  
the computation time is less than1 second. 
This is only for matched filtering computation.  
Data transfer, calibration etc. must be tuned for this special purpose. 
 
(See Kanda-san’s talk) 
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Ref. A&A 539, 124 (2012), A&A 541, 155 (2012)	

LIGO S6, Virgo VSR2 ( 12/17/2009-1/8/2010,  9/2-10/20/2010) 

LSC+Virgo+others: First prompt search for EM counterparts to GW transients 6

3.2.1. Optical Instruments

The Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) (Law et al. 2009;
Rau et al. 2009) operates a 7.3 square degree FOV camera
mounted on the 1.2 mOschin Telescope at Palomar Observatory.
A typical 60 s exposure detects objects with a limiting magni-
tude R = 20.5. For the autumn observing period, the PTF team
devoted ten fields over several nights at a target rate of 1 trigger
for every three weeks.

Pi of the Sky (Malek et al. 2009) observed using a camera
with a 400 square degree FOV and exposures to limiting mag-
nitude 11–12. It was located in Koczargi Stare, near Warsaw.
The camera was a prototype for a planned system that will si-
multaneously image two steradians of sky. The target rate was
approximately 1 per week in the autumn run, followed up with
hundreds of 10 s exposures over several nights.

The QUEST camera (Baltay et al. 2007), currently mounted
on the 1 m ESO Schmidt Telescope at La Silla Observatory,
views 9.4 square degrees of sky in each exposure. The telescope
is capable of viewing to a limiting magnitude of R ∼ 20. The
QUEST team devoted twelve 60 s exposures over several nights
for each trigger in both the winter and autumn periods, with a
target rate of 1 trigger per week.

ROTSE III (Akerlof et al. 2003) is a collection of four robotic
telescopes spread around the world, each with a 0.45 m aperture
and 3.4 square degree FOV. No filters are used, so the spectral
response is that of the CCDs, spanning roughly 400 to 900 nm.
The equivalent R band limiting magnitude is about 17 in a 20 s
exposure. The ROTSE team arranged for a series of thirty images
for the first night, and several images on following nights, for
each autumn run trigger, with a target rate of 1 trigger per week.

SkyMapper (Keller et al. 2007) is a survey telescope located
at Siding Spring observatory in Australia. The mosaic camera
covers 5.7 square degrees of sky in each field, and is mounted
on a 1.35 m telescope with a collecting area equivalent to an
unobscured 1.01 m aperture. It is designed to reach a limiting
magnitude g ∼ 21 (>7 sigma) in a 110 s exposure. SkyMapper
accepted triggers in the autumn run with a target rate of 1 per
week, with several fields collected for each trigger.

TAROT (Klotz et al. 2009a) operates two robotic 25 cm tele-
scopes, one at La Silla in Chile and one in Calern, France. Like
the ROTSE III system, each TAROT instrument has a 3.4 square
degree FOV. A 180 second image with TAROT in ideal condi-
tions has a limiting R magnitude of 17.5. During the winter run,
TAROT observed a single field during one night for each trig-
ger. In the autumn run, the field selected for each trigger was
observed over several nights. TAROT accepted triggers with a
target rate of 1 per week.

Zadko Telescope (Coward et al. 2010) is a 1 m telescope lo-
cated in Western Australia. The current CCD imager observes
fields of 0.15 square degrees down to magnitude ∼ 20 in the
R band for a typical 180 s exposure. For each accepted trigger
in the autumn run, Zadko repeatedly observed the five galaxies
consideredmost likely to host the source over several nights. The
target trigger rate for Zadko was one trigger per week.

The Liverpool telescope (Steele et al. 2004) is a 2 m
robotic telescope situated at the Observatorio del Roque de Los
Muchachos on La Palma. For this project the RATCam instru-
ment, with a 21 square arcminute field of view, was used. This
instrumentation allows a five minute exposure to reach magni-
tude r′ = 21. This project was awarded 8 hours of target-of-
opportunity time, which was split into 8 observations of 1 hour
each, with a target rate of 1 trigger per week.

Fig. 1. A map showing the approximate positions of telescopes
that participated in the project. The Swift satellite observatory is
noted at an arbitrary location. The image is adapted from a blank
world map placed in the public domain by P. Dlouhý.

3.2.2. Radio and X-ray Instruments

LOFAR (Fender et al. 2006; de Vos et al. 2009; Stappers et al.
2011) is a dipole array radio telescope based in the Netherlands
but with stations across Europe. The array is sensitive to fre-
quencies in the range of 30 to 80 MHz and 110 to 240 MHz, and
can observe multiple simultaneous beams, each with a FWHM
varying with frequency up to a maximum of around 23o. During
the autumn run, LOFAR accepted triggers at a target rate of 1
per week and followed up each with a four-hour observation in
its higher frequency band, providing a ∼25 square degree field
of view.

Although not used in the prompt search during the science
run, the Expanded Very Large Array (Perley et al. 2011) was
used to follow up a few triggers after the run with latencies of
3 and 5 weeks.

The Swift satellite (Gehrels et al. 2004) carries three instru-
ments, each in different bands. Swift granted several target of
opportunity observations with two of these, the X-ray Telescope
(XRT) and UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT), for the winter and
autumn observing periods. The XRT is an imaging instrument
with a 0.15 square degree FOV, sensitive to fluxes around 10−13
ergs/cm2/s in the 0.5-10 keV band. A few fields were imaged for
each trigger that Swift accepted.

4. Trigger Selection

The online analysis process which produced GW candidate trig-
gers to be sent to telescopes is outlined in Fig. 2. After data and
information on data quality were copied from the interferome-
ter sites to computing centers, three different data analysis algo-
rithms identified triggers and determined probability skymaps.
The process of downselecting this large collection of triggers to
the few event candidates that received EM follow-up is described
in this section.

After event candidates were placed in a central archive, addi-
tional software used the locations of nearby galaxies and Milky
Way globular clusters to select likely source positions (Sect. 5).
Triggers were manually vetted, then the selected targets were
passed to partner observatories which imaged the sky in an at-
tempt to find an associated EM transient. Studies demonstrating
the performance of this pipeline on simulated GWs are presented
in Sect. 6.

Participated observatories	
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Fig. 2.A simplified flowchart of the online analysis with approx-
imate time requirements for each stage. Data and information
on data quality were generated at the Hanford, Livingston, and
Virgo interferometers (H1, L1, and V1) and copied to central-
ized computer centers. The online event trigger generators pro-
duced coincident triggers which were written into the GraCEDb
archive. The LUMIN and GEM algorithms selected statistically
significant triggers from the archive and chose pointing loca-
tions. Significant triggers generated alerts, and were validated
manually. If no obvious problem was found, the trigger’s esti-
mated coordinates were sent to telescopes for potential follow-
up.

4.1. Trigger Generation

Sending GW triggers to observatories with less than an hour la-
tency represents a major shift from past LIGO/Virgo data anal-
yses, which were reported outside the collaboration at soonest
several months after the data collection. Reconstructing source
positions requires combining the data streams from the LIGO-
Virgo network using either fully coherent analysis or a coinci-
dence analysis of single-detector trigger times. A key step in la-
tency reduction was the rapid data replication process, in which
data from all three GW observatory sites were copied to several
computing centers within a minute of collection.

For the EM follow-up program, three independent GW de-
tection algorithms (trigger generators), ran promptly as data
became available, generating candidate triggers with latencies
between five and eight minutes. Omega Pipeline and coherent
WaveBurst (cWB), which are both described in Abadie et al.
(2010a), searched for transients (bursts) without assuming a spe-
cific waveform morphology. The Multi-Band Template Analysis
(MBTA) (Marion 2004), searched for signals from coalesc-
ing compact binaries. Triggers were ranked by their “detection
statistic”, a figure of merit for each analysis, known as Ω, η, and
ρcombined, respectively. The statistics η for cWB and ρcombined for
MBTA are related to the amplitude SNR of the signal across
all interferometers while Ω is related to the Bayesian likelihood
of a GW signal being present. Triggers with a detection statis-
tic above a nominal threshold, and occurring in times where all
three detectors were operating normally, were recorded in the
Gravitational-wave Candidate Event Database (GraCEDb).

The trigger generators also produced likelihood maps over
the sky (skymaps), indicating the location from which the signal
was most likely to have originated. A brief introduction to each
trigger generator is presented in Sects. 4.1.1 – 4.1.3.

4.1.1. Coherent WaveBurst

Coherent WaveBurst has been used in previous searches for GW
bursts, such as Abbott et al. (2009b) and Abadie et al. (2010a).

The algorithm performs a time-frequency analysis of data in the
wavelet domain. It coherently combines data from all detectors
to reconstruct the two GW polarization waveforms h+(t) and
h×(t) and the source coordinates on the sky. A statistic is con-
structed from the coherent terms of the maximum likelihood ra-
tio functional (Flanagan & Hughes 1998; Klimenko et al. 2005)
for each possible sky location, and is used to rank each lo-
cation in a grid that covers the sky (skymap). A detailed de-
scription of the likelihood analysis, the sky localization statistic
and the performance of the cWB algorithm is published else-
where (Klimenko et al. 2011).

The search was run in two configurations which differ in
their assumptions about the GW signal. The “unconstrained”
search places minimal assumptions on the GW waveform, while
the “linear” search assumes the signal is dominated by a single
GW polarization state (Klimenko et al. 2011). While the uncon-
strained search is more general, and is the configuration that was
used in previous burst analyses, the linear search has been shown
to better estimate source positions for some classes of signals.
For the online analysis, the two searches were run in parallel.

4.1.2. Omega Pipeline

In the Omega Pipeline search (Abadie et al. 2010a), triggers
are first identified by performing a matched filter search with
a bank of basis waveforms which are approximately (co)sine-
Gaussians. The search assumes that a GW signal can be de-
composed into a small number of these basis waveforms.
Coincidence criteria are then applied, requiring a trigger with
consistent frequency in another interferometer within a physi-
cally consistent time window. A coherent Bayesian position re-
construction code (Searle et al. 2008, 2009) is then applied to
remaining candidates. The code performs Bayesian marginaliza-
tion over all parameters (time of arrival, amplitude and polariza-
tion) other than direction. This results in a skymap providing the
probability that a signal arrived at any time, with any amplitude
and polarization, as a function of direction. Further marginaliza-
tion is performed over this entire probability skymap to arrive at
a single number, the estimated probability that a signal arrived
from any direction. TheΩ statistic is constructed from this num-
ber and other trigger properties.

4.1.3. MBTA

The Multi-Band Template Analysis (MBTA) is a low-latency
implementation of the matched filter search that is typically used
to search for compact binary inspirals (Marion 2004; Buskulic
2010). In contrast to burst searches which do not assume any
particular waveform morphology,MBTA specifically targets the
waveforms expected from NS-NS, NS-BH and BH-BH inspi-
rals. In this way it provides complementary coverage to the burst
searches described above.

The search uses templates computed from a second order
post-Newtonian approximation for the phase evolution of the
signal, with component masses in the range 1–34M" and a total
mass of < 35M". However, triggers generated from templates
with both componentmasses larger than the plausible limit of the
NS mass—conservatively taken to be 3.5M" for this check—
were not considered for EM follow-up, since the optical emis-
sion is thought to be associated with the merger of two neutron
stars or with the disruption of a neutron star by a stellar-mass
black hole.

25	

Check by 
human 	

重力波探査	 位置決定	

Automated part of MBTA(CBC) 
analysis was finished in 4 minutes 
typically.	

A&A 541, 155 (2012)	
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•  Source localization accuracy is several 10〜100sq. deg. 
(since these are by initial LIGO,Virgo)． 
Bigger than FOV of astronomical instruments. 
 
 
•  Use galactic catelog (GWGC) 
and restrict the search region (up to 3-4deg2)． 
 
 
GWGC: The Gravitational Wave Galaxy Catalog  



Low	  latency	  search	  in	  KAGRA	
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•  In KAGRA, we also plan to develop the high speed data 
analysis system and to establish the alert system to the 
astronomical observatories. 

 
•  Possible source direction must be restricted by using galactic 

catalog? 
 
•  In order to do this, we need to collaborate LIGO and Virgo. 

Figure 2. Main steps in processing data from the GW detector network and rapidly generating alerts for follow-up
observations. (Swift image credit: NASA E/PO, Sonoma State University, Aurore Simonnet.)

which produce only moderately relativistic jets (“failed GRBs”), may still be detectable in the optical or radio
bands as “orphan afterglows”.53,54 Neutron star mergers are likely to also produce fainter, isotropic “kilonova”
light curves in the optical band which are powered by the radioactive decay of elements produced by r-process
nucleosynthesis.55 Because only a small fraction of the sky is viewed at any given time by sensitive optical and
radio instruments, these transient signatures would only be caught serendipitously—unless gravitational wave
(or high-energy neutrino) detectors can identify these events promptly and accurately enough to tell telescopes
where to point.

Data from the GW detector network can, in fact, be analyzed within minutes to identify candidate events
and reconstruct a sky map of the likely position of each candidate. This information can then be passed to
astronomers for follow-up imaging. (The general strategy is sometimes called “LOOC-UP” after an early pilot
study.56) We developed and tested such a system during the 2009–10 LIGO-Virgo joint science runs, and will
support and improve this capability for observing with the advanced GW detector network. Below, we discuss
the main characteristics of the past system as well as some improvements envisioned for the future.

4. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROMPT FOLLOW-UP
OBSERVATIONS

The overall goal is to identify transient events in the GW data quickly, determine their sky positions as well
as possible, and communicate that information to observers with access to telescopes for capturing images of
the appropriate region(s) in the sky. It is desirable to minimize the latencies of all of those steps so that the
telescopes can catch a fading afterglow (if there is one) as early as possible. It should be noted, though, that
other types of EM emissions would take some time to appear, such as a kilonova light curve which peaks after
⇠1 day,55 or synchrotron emission in the radio band57 which would spread over weeks to months. Therefore,
rapid alerts can support both rapid and delayed follow-up observations.

For the 2009–10 LIGO-Virgo science run, we implemented a complete mostly-automated data analysis, event
selection and alert distribution system, and passed alerts to several partner observers. That system and eval-
uations of its performance are described in Refs. 58 and 59. Figure 2 shows the main elements and general
data flow through the system, illustrated with the future network of advanced GW detectors. In this section we
discuss a number of operational considerations based on our experience with the past system, along with some
notes about changes envisioned for the future.

4.1 Data collection

First of all, we need to have multiple GW detectors collecting data at the same time with comparable sensitivity,
because it is mainly the di↵erence in arrival times which tells us about the sky position of the source. (More

taken from 
arxiv:1206.6163	
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"Real detection"	

Global network analysis 
Collaboration of astronomers	

"GW astronomy and astrophysics" will begin  
as soon as GW is detected. 
 
For astronomy and astrophysics, extraction of  
physical parameters are necessary.	

all of these are good  
for the detection	



Parameter	  es.ma.on	
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•  Known waveform (matched filter):                    
Since theoretical waveform is done for the 
detection, parameter estimation is basically done at 
the same time of detection.  

 
•  Unknown waveform                                    

Theoretical waveform is not used. Reconstruction 
of buried signals, and extraction of physical 
parameters are necessary. This requires multiple 
detectors' data.  

     GW signal reconstruction・・・Gursel, Tinto (1989), Klimenko+ ('05,'08) 
       Supernova waveform model selection 
       ・・・Summerscales+ (2008), Rover+ (2009), Logue+ (2012).  
 	



Time	  frequency	  analysis	
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For unmodeled burst signals, because of the lack of the accurate 
theoretical waveform, it also seems to be useful to employ some   
time-frequency representation of the data itself.  
 
"plot of the energy distribution on the time-frequency plane" 

•  Spectrogram with STFT 
•  Wigner-Ville distribution 
•  Wavelet transform 
•  etc. 
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"Hilbert-Huang transform" (Huang+ ('98)) 
Empirical mode decomposition  
+ instantaneous frequency by Hilbert transform 
 
J.B.Camp et al.  
H.Takahashi, K.Oohara et al. 	

3

FIG. 2: Illustration of Empirical Mode Decomposition (from
Ref.[4]). (a) time series. (b) average of envelope formed by
fitting extrema. (c) subtraction of average from time-series.
Because the result is not vertically symmetric, the waveform
will be re-sifted until an IMF is identified.
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FIG. 3: HHT of 20 solar mass black hole binary merger sig-
nal in white noise. (a) merger signal. (b) signal in noise
with SN=10. (c),(d),(e) IMFs 2,3,4. (f),(g) instantaneous
frequency and power derived from the Hilbert Transform of
IMF3 show the time-frequency-power structure of the merger.

a time duration of 5 msec into white noise at 16 kHz
sampling rate. The merger signal is shown in Fig.3-(a)
and the time-series of signal in noise is shown in Fig.3-
(b). Figures 3-(c),-(d),-(e) show the sifted IMFs; in the
3rd IMF the signal can be seen, largely separate from the
noise.

Figures 3-(f) and 3-(g) show the instantaneous fre-
quency and power derived from the Hilbert Transform
of IMF3. The signal frequency and power are clearly
visible in the Hilbert Transform of IMF3: the frequency
shows a ramp during the merger and levels off to a con-
stant during the ringdown, while the power shows the ex-
pected rise and decay. This level of detail will aid signal
identification, allowing comparison of signals from mul-
tiple detectors. This may be contrasted with the Fourier
Transform of the merger, which would give the power of
only 1 point with a 200 Hz frequency spread for the en-
tire 5 msec. Finally, we note that further noise reduction
through averaging of the IF and IA over time is possible,
as they are oversampled: the plots of Fig.3 are sampled
at the LIGO data rate of 16 kHz while the frequencies of
interest for LIGO analysis are typically below 1 kHz.

In analogy with an FFT-based search algorithm that
looks for excess power in the Fourier power spectrum
[14], the HHT can be used to search for excess power in
the time domain. For a given time record, the summed
power is computed, and compared to the background
level; thus clear evidence of a signal is seen in Fig.3-
(g), the power associated with IMF3. In comparison to
an FFT-based search, the HHT is most effective for short
signals (< 20msec), where FFT analysis tends to lose sen-
sitivity from time-frequency spreading. Thus the HHT is
a useful tool, for example, in searching for black hole
binary merger signals up to 100 solar masses.

Analysis of Spectral Shapes — To facilitate the analysis
of data spectral shapes, we use the HHT analogy of the
power spectrum, called the ”marginal spectrum.” The
marginal spectrum is defined as:

M(ω) =
∑

i

∫ T

0

|ai(ω, t)|2dt (4)

where ai(ω, t) is the amplitude as a function of the in-
stantaneous frequency at a given point in time and i is
an IMF summation index. Thus the marginal spectrum
is a measure of the total power present at a frequency ω
over the time interval T .

Figure 4 shows the marginal spectrum of a time-series
of length 1/16 second with the following Fourier power
spectral shapes: flat, proportional to frequency, and in-
versely proportional to frequency. The marginal spectra
are seen to have the expected shapes. Since the shape of
the marginal spectrum does not depend on the integra-
tion time, it may be used to examine the detector noise
stationarity in fine detail.

Application of HHT to GW detector characterization
— The LIGO detector includes a large number of me-
chanical resonators, servos, cavity optical resonances,

J.B.Camp+ ('07)	

Instantaneous frequency	

Analysis of HMNS is now underway.	
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•  We need to have our own data analysis software in order to 
perform data analysis smoothly.  

•  We just started the development of the data analysis package 
for KAGRA.  

•  This should be compatible with existing software package of 
LIGO and Virgo.  

•  At the same time, we have to develop the package better than 
those of LIGO and Virgo's package at, at least, some points, 
since we develop new one from now. 

 
incorporate new technology, 
faster computation speed, 
better accuracy, … 

e.g., Fast computation with GPGPU  
        (K.Tanaka, N.Kanda,…) 	
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•  Core members: H.Tagoshi, Y.Itoh, H. Takahashi, 
              N.Kanda (DMG), K.Hayama(DetChar), K.Oohara 
 
  + graduate students 
 
Clearly, we need more man power.  
 
There are 4 postdoc positions at Osaka U. (2) and Osaka City 
U. (2).  
If you are interested in, please contact us. 
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